Introduction
Plasmonic nanostructure-mediated photothermal therapy (PTT) activated by nearinfrared (NIR) illumination is a promising alternative therapy for cancer treatment. It works through a physical mechanism transferring light energy into heat and hyperthermically inactivating the cancer cells, in which nanostructures accumulate through enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effects. 1, 2 In addition, the high spatiotemporal precision of NIR light limits the toxicity and side effects of PTT, which could allow its use in microtumors or the regions where surgery is difficult. 3 PTT can also be combined with other therapies by loading drugs on the nanostructures, and these plasmonic nanostructures can serve as contrast agents for optical or molecular imaging techniques such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and positron emission tomography. 4 Among the nanostructures for PTT, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) have received considerable attention because of their high plasma resonance absorption and photothermal conversion efficiency. 5, 6 Many studies have and recently, gold nanoshell-mediated PTT was evaluated in clinical trials for the treatment of brain and metastatic lung tumors. 6 However, the potential and application of gold nanostructure-mediated PTT remains hampered by a few challenges. One is the unclear long-term degradation mechanism of the gold nanostructures in the body and their potential in vivo toxicity. Ideally, nanostructures should be cleared completely from the body within a certain period. However, most gold nanostructures are .8 nm; hence, their clearance by liver and kidneys is difficult. 9, 10 On the other hand, nanostructures ,8 nm can be only minimally surface modified to enhance circulation time or tumor targeting and too easy to be cleared by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS; formerly referred to as the reticuloendothelial system) before accumulating in tumor tissues. 11 This paradox is a conundrum in the design of nanostructures for PTT. Organic or soft nanomaterials with excellent biodegradability, such as liposomes, micelles, and polymers, have been applied for the delivery of photothermal agents for many years, to improve their circulation stability and reduce their potential toxicity. 12 Recently, it was reported that some NIR-absorbing organic nanomaterials with high photothermal conversion efficiency, including conjugated or conductive polymers such as polyaniline, polypyrrole, and poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) :poly (4-styrenesulfonate) could serve as photothermal agents themselves. 13 Among potential nanomaterials for PTT, hybrid organic-inorganic nanocomposites (OINCs) have attracted particular attention and may be the key to solving the paradox, as they combine the biodegradability and long circulation time of organic nanomaterials with the high photostability and photothermal conversion efficiency of inorganic nanostructures. 14 Liposome-nanoparticle assemblies (LNAs) are commonly used OINCs and consist of liposomes with encapsulated nanoparticles in the aqueous core, embedded in the lipid bilayer, or decorated on the surface. 15 Liposomes are structurally suitable to evaluate the biocompatibility of inorganic nanoparticles, since they have been clinically approved as a drug delivery system over a decade. 16 Another challenge is insufficient heating for complete killing of tumor cells and tissues, and thus often a high-power illumination was used in PTT studies to confirm the effect of treatment. Irradiation power densities of 1-10 W/cm 2 are typically used in in vitro PTT studies but are not applicable for tumor clinical treatments as they exceed tissue tolerance. 17, 18 The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has set standard tolerance threshold values for clinically safe use on skin. The laser power threshold is 330-350 mW/cm 2 with an exposure time of 10-1,000 s. 19 Hence, it is important to introduce novel strategies to optimize PTT efficiency with low power irradiation. The heat shock response (HSR) is a universal mechanism that protects eukaryotic cells from hyperthermia. 20 The HSR has been proven to be much more active in tumor cells than in normal cells and is the main resistance against thermal therapy because of its protein protective and anti-apoptotic efficiency. 20, 21 Recent molecular biology studies indicate that the HSR can suppress apoptosis and protein inactivation in cancer cells during or after PTT, which limits its therapeutic efficiency, 18, 22, 23 especially with low power irradiation. 18 Consequently, blocking or attenuating the HSR effects of cancer cells could improve the therapeutic efficiency of PTT. HSP70 and BAG3 play important roles in the HSR. 24, 25 Recently, RNA interference was applied to suppress the expression of HSPs such as HSP70 and BAG3, and the therapeutic efficiency of gold nanorod-mediated PTT was improved by attaching small interfering RNA (siRNA) to the nanorod surface. 26 Downregulation of HSP70 and BAG3 decreased the concentration of the HSP70/BAG3 chaperone complex, reducing the complex formation of antiapoptotic-associated proteins such as BCL-2, BCL-xL, and MCL-1 with chaperones, enhancing apoptotic cell death 27 and synergistically improving the efficiency of PTT. Cantharidin (CTD, Figure S1A ), a terpenoid isolated from blister beetles that is used in traditional Chinese medicine, 28 can effectively inhibit various tumor cell lines including liver, 29 lung, 30 pancreas, 31 and colon. 32 However, its cytotoxicity limits its further clinical application, and usually toxicity-attenuated derivatives such as norcantharidin or liposome-encapsulated CTD are used. 33 CTD can inhibit the expression of HSP70 and BAG3 by blocking heat shock transcription factor 1 binding to the promoters of these genes. 34 Thus, it was suspected that CTD could improve the effect of PTT through its antagonism of the HSR.
In this study, a novel nanostructure was designed to solve these problems and develop a potentially clinically acceptable PTT agent combining good biodegradability with high PTT efficiency. CTD-encapsulated TSLs coated with GNPs (CTD-TSL@GNPs) were based on LNAs and consist of a CTD-encapsulated TSL (CTD-TSL) core with small GNPs decorating on the surface. The structure of the CTD-TSL@GNPs is shown in Figure 1 small GNPs were directly synthesized on the outer surface of TSLs by using ascorbic acid (AA) as a reducing agent for chloroauric acid (HAuCl 4 ). Because of these surface GNPs, CTD-TSL@GNPs displayed NIR plasma absorption and high photothermal conversion capability. After being taken up by tumor cells and upon irradiation with a NIR laser, the temperature of surface GNPs rises, the phase of the lipid scaffold transforms, and the CTD-TSL@GNPs structure is disrupted, allowing CTD encapsulated in the lipid layer and FITC in the hydrophilic core to be released into the cytoplasm (Figure 1 ). Released FITC was captured by fluorescence microscopy and used to monitor the release process, and CTD was found to improve the PTT efficiency by suppressing the expression of HSP70 and BAG3 and attenuating their anti-apoptotic effects in tumor cells. With the synergistic enhancement of CTD, the CTD-TSL@GNPs achieved high PTT elimination efficiency on A431 cells with a relatively low power laser.
Materials and methods

Preparation and characterization of cTD-Tsl@gNPs
CTD-TSL was prepared by the film hydration strategy modified from a previous study, 35 and the composition of TSL referred to the study of Needham et al. 36 Briefly, 20 mg of lipid film was prepared by dissolving lipids 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-racglycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), l-α-phosphatidylcholine, hydrogenated (HSPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammoniumpropane (DOTAP), cholesterol, and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(polyethylene glycol)-2000 (DSPE-PEG2000) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA; Figure S1B ) in chloroform, in a ratio of 10:3:1:4:2. Then, 100 μL different concentrations of CTD in acetone was added into the lipid solution. Chloroform and acetone were evaporated from the vial under a stream of nitrogen, and the residual was removed by placing the vial in a desiccator under vacuum for 10 h. One milliliter of 50 mM calcein in PBS (for drug release experiments), 1 mM FITC in PBS (for cellular uptake and intracellular drug release experiments), or PBS only (for control) was added into the vial at 48°C, a temperature greater than the highest fluid-solid transition temperature (42°C) of the lipids in the mixture. The solution was incubated for 30 min at 48°C, gently mixed, and then transferred to ice. After 12 min, the solution was incubated again for 12 min in the 48°C water bath, and these steps were repeated six times. The resulting dispersion of multilamellar vesicles was extruded through a 50 nm polycarbonate membrane by 
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Wang et al using a mini-extruder system (Avanti Polar Lipids) to form unilamellar vesicles. A NAP-5 Sephadex column (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ, USA) was used to remove unencapsulated CTD, FITC, or calcein.
CTD-TSL@GNPs were prepared by the strategy modified from the study of Troutman et al. 37 Generally, 1 mL of 10 mM AA with different amounts of 50 mM HAuCl 4 was added to 100 μL of liposome solution (containing 4 mg/mL lipids); the solutions were slightly mixed, which produced a rapid color change from the translucent milky white of liposomes to purple red, blue, or green depending on the amount of the added HAuCl 4 . The absorption spectrum of CTDTSL@GNPs was detected by ultraviolet-visible absorption spectrometry (UV-VIS, V-550; JASCO, Tokyo, Japan). The resulting CTD-TSL and CTD-TSL@GNPs were analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS, Mastersizer 3000; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK), transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2010F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, 6100; Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). The amount of gold, CTD, and FITC in CTD-TSL@ GNPs was measured using an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES, 5100; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS, 6460; Agilent Technologies), and fluorescence spectrum (F4500; Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), respectively, after lysing the CTD-TSL@GNPs with 0.25% Triton ® X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich, Shanghai, China) for 10 min. CTD-TSL and CTD-TSL@GNPs were stored at 4°C and used within the first 2 weeks after preparation.
Photothermally induced drug release of cTD-Tsl@gNPs CTD-TSL@GNPs were prepared as per the abovementioned protocol with its absorption peak at 808 nm. The photothermal effect of CTD-TSL@GNPs was induced by an 808 nm semiconductor continuous laser (10 W; Changchun Laser Optoelectronics Technology, Changchun, China), and the generated heat was detected by an infrared thermographic camera (Lynx GigE; Xenics Infrad Solutions, Leuven, USA). One milliliter CTD-TSL@GNPs (containing 50 μg/mL gold) and control solutions (CTD-TSL and PBS) were added in a 24-well plate (triplets for each sample), and the 24-well plate was put on a heating platform at 37°C. The samples were irradiated by an 808 nm laser at different power densities (200 mW/cm 2 , 500 mW/cm 2 , or 1 W/cm 2 , 20 min), and the temperature changes were recorded at 0 min, 2 min, 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, and 20 min by the camera.
To study the release rate of CTD-TSL@GNPs triggered by the NIR laser, the calcein release experiments were performed by adapting the procedure described by Paasonen et al. 38 Briefly, CTD-TSL@GNPs and non-GNP-coated CTD-TSL encapsulating 50 mM calcein were incubated in PBS, treated by 4% Triton X-100, or irradiated by an 808 nm continuous laser (200 mW/cm 2 ) for different times (0-20 min, every 2 min interval), and then the fluorescence intensities (490 nm excitation and 520 nm emission) of the samples were measured using a fluorescent microplate reader (Infinite M200 Pro.; Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland). Calcein fluorescence is autoquenched inside the liposomes because of the high concentration, but the fluorescence quenching is relieved after its releasing from liposomes. Therefore, the time-depending release rate of CTD-TSL@GNPs and CTD-TSL triggered by an 808 nm laser was calculated as:
where F R is the fluorescence of the released calcein from CTD-TSL@GNPs or CTD-TSL triggered by the NIR laser, F b is the background fluorescence, F t is the fluorescence of calcein released from CTD-TSL@GNPs or CTD-TSL treated with Triton X-100, and F bt is the background fluorescence after addition of Triton X-100.
The stability of the CTD-TSL@GNPs in the cell medium and long-term preservation was also studied, and CTDTSL@GNPs containing calcein were incubated in the cell medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and shaken for 12 h or kept in PBS at 4°C for 2 weeks. The leakage of calcein in samples was checked by fluorescence spectroscopy.
cell lines
Cell experiments were performed on A431 (human cervical cancer cell) cells and fibroblasts (human dermal fibroblasts). Both the cell lines were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) containing 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO 2 .
cellular uptake and dark toxicity of cTD-Tsl@gNPs
To study the cellular uptake of CTD-TSL@GNPs by A431 cells and fibroblasts, the amount of internalized lipids and gold were determined, respectively. (Table S1 ). Briefly, 1 mL of 1×10 5 cells/mL was plated in the wells of the 24-well plate, after 4 h, 6 h, or 8 h incubation with 200 μL CTD-TSL@GNPs (containing 1 mg/mL lipids and 540 μg/mL gold), and the cells were washed once with serum-free medium and twice with PBS. Cells were subsequently incubated with 100 mL of Radio Immunoprecipitation Assay lysis buffer for 10 min at 20°C. The lysates were homogenized by pipetting up and down five times. The FITC fluorescence signal was measured in the microplate reader, and the internalized amount of gold was measured by ICP-OES in three independent experiments. In order to compare the cellular uptake efficiency of A431 and fibroblast cells, the results were normalized by the total protein of cells. The total protein of each sample was measured by the protein assay (Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay; Thermo Fisher Scientific). The error bars represent standard deviation.
The dark toxicity of CTD-TSL@GNPs on A431 cells was estimated by in vitro cytotoxicity experiments. Briefly, 200 μL A431 cells was seeded at a density of 8,000 per well in the 96-well plate and incubated overnight to attach. Cells were then treated with 40 μL TSL, TSL@GNPs, or CTDTSL@GNPs (containing 1 mg/mL lipids), encapsulating different concentrations of CTD for 24 h. Then, the cells were washed twice with PBS, 20 μL per well Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8; Dojindo, Tokyo, Japan) was added, and the plates were incubated for an additional 1 h. The absorbance value of each well was read on a microplate reader at the wavelength of 450 nm. The data were expressed as percentage of cell viability compared with control (untreated cells incubating at dark) and were reported as mean values and standard deviation of sextic measurements.
Photothermally triggered drug release of cTD-Tsl@gNPs in a431 cells
To estimate the intracellular releasing of encapsulating drugs in CTD-TSL@GNPs, in vitro release experiment and fluorescence microscopy were performed. A431 cells were incubated with 400 μL CTD-TSL@GNPs (containing 1 mg/mL lipids and 27.8 μM FITC), after being seeded in an imaging dish at a concentration of 5×10 4 /mL for 12 h. After additional 6 h incubation, the cells were washed twice with PBS, and the pictures were taken under the fluorescence microscope (ECLIPSE Ti; Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) with differential interference contrast and FITC channels. The required light exposure for the photothermal effect of CTD-TSL@GNPs was performed with an 808 nm continuous laser (200 mW/cm 2 ) for 20 min. After irradiation, the treated cells were checked by the fluorescence microscope.
cytotoxic assay of cTD-Tsl@gNPs on a431 cells
The elimination effects of A431 cells by CTD-TSL@GNP-mediated PTT were evaluated by in vitro cytotoxicity experiments. Briefly, 200 μL A431 cells was seeded at a density of 8,000 per well in the 96-well plate and incubated overnight to attach. Cells were then treated with 40 μL of TSL, TSL@ GNPs, or CTD-TSL@GNPs (containing 1 mg/mL lipids), encapsulating different concentrations of CTD for another 6 h. Then, the wells were divided into two groups, one group was irradiated by an 808 nm continuous laser at different power densities (200 mW/cm 2 , 500 mW/cm 2 , or 1 W/cm 2 , 20 min), and the other group was incubated at dark as controls. After 24 h incubation, the cells were washed twice with PBS, 20 μL per well CCK-8 (Dojindo) was added, and then the plates were incubated for an additional 1 h. The absorbance values of each well were read on a microplate reader at the wavelength of 450 nm. The data were expressed as percentage of cell viability compared with control (untreated cells incubating at dark) and were reported as mean values and standard deviation of sextic measurements.
apoptosis analysis of cTD-Tsl@gNP-treated cells by flow cytometry
To understand the mechanism of the synergistic PTT effect of CTD-TSL@GNPs on A431 cells, the necrosis and apoptotic rates of the treated A431 cells were analyzed by flow cytometry using an Annexin V-FITC/propidium iodide (PI) apoptosis kit (V13241; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Briefly, A431 cells (1×10 6 ) were seeded on six-well plates overnight, and then treated with TSL@GNPs or CTD-TSL@GNPs (containing 2.1 μM CTD) for 6 h and exposed to an 808 nm laser (200 mW/cm 2 , 20 min). After another 12 h incubation, the cells were then harvested using centrifugation (500×g) for 5 min and washed twice with cold PBS. The cells were stained by the Annexin V-FITC/PI apoptosis kit according to the instructions, and the cells were analyzed using a FACScan flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). At least three independent experiments were performed. 
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Wang et al 20 min). Then, the irradiated cells were incubated for another 1 h and collected for qPCR. The harvested cells of each treated sample were washed with cold PBS twice and lysed with the TransZol Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and then chloroform was added and centrifuged to collect the RNA. The RNA extracted from each sample was reverse transcribed to cDNA by the Revert Aid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, the amount of mRNA was estimated by iTaq™ Universal SYBR ® Green (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and an ABI 7700 real-time qPCR system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using cDNA as the template. The primer nucleotide sequences for qPCR referred to the study of Kim et al 34 and listed as follows: HSP70 forward primer, 5′-ACCAAGCAGACGCAGATCTTC-3′, HSP70 reverse primer, 5′-CGCCCTCGTACACCTGGAT-3′, BAG3 forward primer, 5′-ATGCAGCGATTCCGAACTGAG-3′, BAG3 reverse primer, 5′-AGGATGAGCAGTCAGAGGCAG-3′, GAPDH forward primer, 5′-GGGAGCCAAAAG GGTCATCATCTC-3′, GAPDH reverse primer, 5′-CCAT GCCAGTGAGCTTCCCGTTC-3′.
The relative quantities of HSP70 and BAG3 mRNA were normalized against glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA, which was used as the endogenous control. Then, the expression of HSP70 and BAG3 in each sample could be estimated by their amount of mRNA.
statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 12.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Error bars represent standard error of mean (SEM). p-values were calculated using paired Student's t-test. p-values of ,0.01 were considered significant, and p-values of ,0.001 were considered highly significant.
Results
characterization of cTD-Tsl@gNPs
TEM and DLS were used to measure the morphology and size distribution of the CTD-TSL and TSL@GNPs. Nongold-coated CTD-TSL had a bilayered structure similar to cell membranes, with a diameter of ∼60 nm by TEM imaging (Figure 2A) , and a narrow size distribution with a median diameter of 67 nm by DLS ( Figure 2B ). The CTD-TSL was then mixed with different amounts of 50 mM HAuCl 4 , forming GNPs that were directly reduced on the TSL surface by 1 mL of 10 mM AA, causing a rapid color change from the translucent milky white of CTD-TSL to violet-red, blue, or green depending on the amount. Prepared CTD-TSL@GNPs and their absorption spectra are shown in Figure S2 , and the characterization results are listed in Table S2 . CTD-TSL@ GNPs had a relatively broad peak, and the absorption maxima of CTD-TSL@GNPs exhibit red shift from 530 nm to 810 nm with the increased HAuCl 4 . This phenomenon was due to the plasma resonance shift upon GNPs formation on the TSL surface. The increase in hydrodynamic size and decrease in zeta potential listed in Table S2 indirectly proved the formation of gold on the TSL surface with the increase in HAuCl 4 .
To achieve the NIR-triggered PTT effect with deep tissue penetration, in this study, the CTD-TSL@GNPs (No 8 in Table S2 ) with NIR absorption at 804 nm were chosen, and it was verified by TEM and DLS. The selected CTD-TSL@ GNPs had spherical structure with diameters of 70-100 nm and a surface with high electron absorption, indicating the presence of GNPs ( Figure 2C ). The selected CTD-TSL@ GNPs had a median diameter of 96 nm according to the DLS results ( Figure 2B ). The broader size distribution of CTDTSL@GNPs compared with CTD-TSL is due to the relatively heterogeneous deposition of gold on each liposome. XRD analysis of CTD-TSL@GNPs ( Figure 2D ) displayed four additional diffraction peaks at 2θ = 38.16°, 43.44°, 65.32°, and 78.28°. These peaks matched the footprint peaks of the face-centered cubic structure of Au crystals and confirmed the existence of GNPs on the CTD-TSL@GNPs surface. The concentration ratios of lipids, gold, and encapsulating FITC in CTD-TSL@GNPs samples are listed in Table S1 . CTD-TSL@GNPs containing 1 mg/mL lipids encapsulated ∼540 μg/mL gold and 27.8 μM FITC. The different concentrations of encapsulated CTD in CTD-TSL@GNPs for subsequent cell experiments are listed in Table S3 . Four CTD-TSL@GNPs samples added 100 μL 0.2 mM, 0.5 mM, 1 mM and 2mM CTD during synthesis encapsulated ∼5.2 μM, 10.2 μM, 18.6 μM, or 31.7 μM, respectively.
The stability of CTD-TSL@GNPs was examined by the calcein release experiment. When CTD-TSL@GNPs were incubated in the cell medium with 10% FBS and shaken for 12 h, ∼10% of the calcein had leaked out of CTD-TSL@ GNPs ( Figure S3 ). After 2 weeks of refrigerated storage, ∼9% of the calcein had leaked. Therefore, CTD-TSL@GNPs retained their stability for at least 12 h in the cell culture medium containing FBS and 2 weeks in the fridge. All the prepared CTD-TSL@GNPs were used within 2 weeks.
Photothermal effects and induced release of cTD-Tsl@gNPs
To understand the photothermal conversion capacity of CTD-TSL@GNPs, they were exposed to an 808 nm laser, and an infrared thermal camera was used to measure temperature changes during irradiation. The temperature Figure 3A) . Figure 3B shows the temperature changes in the samples irradiated with different laser power densities. After irradiation with higher power densities (500 mW/cm 2 or 1 W/cm 2 ), the temperature of CTD-TSL@GNPs solution increased to higher levels more quickly, but plateaued at 50°C, suggesting a self-limiting mechanism of CTD-TSL@GNPs. The plasma resonance peak of CTD-TSL@GNPs shifted from 808 nm to 534 nm, which is the plasma resonance peak of gold seeds ( Figure 3C ). This shift led to the change in solution color and prevents NIR-triggered PTT, limiting the temperature increase. Although this self-limiting mechanism restricts PTT efficiency, it could also attenuate the thermal diffusion range and avoid side effects on peripheral normal tissues. The photothermal effect of GNPs on the TSL surface induced the disintegration of the inside liposome structure and GNPs on the surface decomposed to small particles of ∼6 nm ( Figure 3D ).
During the photothermal-induced disruption of CTDTSL@GNPs, CTD was released from the TSLs. To examine the release process and calculate the release rate, calcein release experiments were performed to mimic CTD leakage during laser irradiation ( Figure 3E ). For CTD-TSL@GNPs, the calcein release process could be divided into two stages: with an irradiation time of ,8 min and a temperature lower than the transition temperature of TSL (42°C), calcein release was slow, whereas with an irradiation time of .8 min and a temperature near or higher than 42°C, rapid calcein release was observed. The efficiency sharply increased from 15.5% after 8 min irradiation to the maximal release efficiency, 87.2%, after 18 min irradiation. Without the GNP coating, the temperature of CTD-TSL did not reach 42°C upon NIR irradiation and displayed sluggish calcein release in the cell medium. Therefore, drug release was triggered by the photothermal effect of the GNPs on the surface of CTD-TSL@ GNPs. The drug release rate increased with increased irradiation dose, and 20 min of 200 mW/cm 2 NIR laser irradiation induced maximal drug release from the CTD-TSL@GNPs in the cell medium.
cellular uptake and dark toxicity of cTD-Tsl@gNPs
The cellular uptake efficiency of CTD-TSL@GNPs was estimated by the amount of internalized lipids and gold in A431 cells and fibroblasts after different incubation times ( Figure 4A ). For A431 cells, maximal amounts of internalized lipids and gold were observed after 6 h of incubation. For fibroblasts, the amounts of internalized lipids and gold increased with the incubation time and were much lower than A431 cells. This may be because cancer cells have a faster metabolic rate than normal cells, and A431 cells uptake more CTD-TSL@GNPs and reach saturation more quickly than fibroblasts. Therefore, the best time point for PTT irradiation was after 6 h of incubation, when the highest amount of CTD-TSL@GNPs had accumulated in A431 cells, with lower amounts in fibroblasts, enhancing the photothermal effects on tumor cells and reducing the damage to normal cells. Figure 4B shows the dark toxicity of CTD-TSL@GNPs containing different concentrations of CTD (2.1 μM, 3.5 μM, and 6.0 μM) and control solutions (cells only, TSL, and TSL@GNPs) to A431 cells and fibroblasts. TSL and TSL@GNPs without CTD showed no significant dark cytotoxicity to either A431 cells or fibroblasts, but the viabilities of cells incubated with CTD-TSL@GNPs decreased with increased encapsulated CTD concentration, due to the ∼10% CTD leakage from the CTD-TSL@GNPs ( Figure S3A ). Neither A431 cells nor fibroblasts showed detectable cytotoxicity to CTD-TSL@GNPs containing 2.1 μM CTD. However, at 3.5 μM and 6.0 μM, the cytotoxicity was significant compared with the control, and fibroblasts were more sensitive to the increase than A431 cells. The viability of A431 cells incubated with CTD-TSL@GNPs containing 3.5 μM CTD slightly decreased compared to the control (cells only), but the difference was not significant (p=0.0187), while fibroblast viability decreased significantly (p=0.0054). With CTD-TSL@GNPs containing 6.0 μM CTD, both A431 cells (p=0.0021) and fibroblasts (p=0.0013) showed clear dark toxicity. Since low dark cytotoxicity is a necessary requirement for PTT agents, 2.1 μM was chosen as the encapsulated CTD concentration for subsequent experiments.
Photothermally induced drug release from cTD-Tsl@gNPs in a431 cells
Cellular FITC release experiments were performed in A431 cells to mimic the intracellular release of CTD encapsulated in CTD-TSL@GNPs during PTT irradiation. Figure 5 shows the intracellular distribution of FITC fluorescence in A431 
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Wang et al cells treated with CTD-TSL@GNPs (containing 1 μM FITC) for 6 h. Before NIR-triggered release, the FITC signal exhibited a predominantly punctate and perinuclear distribution in the cytosol, indicating that most of the FITCs were still encapsulated in CTD-TSL@GNPs after cellular uptake. However, after NIR irradiation for 20 min, the FITC signal spreads throughout the cytosol, and some of the FITCs even leaked out of the cells, presumably because of membrane damage during PTT. This suggested that the release of encapsulated cargo (FITC) from CTD-TSL@GNPs could be triggered by NIR in A431 cells. Since CTD and FITC are small molecules of similar molecular weight, it was speculated that CTD encapsulated in CTD-TSL@GNPs could also be released by this process.
Photothermal effects of cTD-Tsl@ gNPs on a431 cells
To assess the photothermal effects of CTD-TSL@GNPs on A431 cells, in vitro cytotoxicity and apoptosis assays were performed in CTD-TSL@GNP-treated A431 cells after NIR irradiation. The viability of non-durg-treated cells after irradiation with an 808 nm laser was slightly decreased with the increased power density and showed significant losses (10%-15%) compared with non-irradiated cells, when the irradiation power density increased to 500 mW/cm 2 (90.16%, p=0.0083) and 1 W/cm 2 (86.37%, p=0.0021) ( Figure 6A ). The cells treated with TSL were somewhat more tolerant to increased light power than non-treated cells, possibly because TSL could assume some light damage and protect cells from the strong light, but they still displayed an ∼10% loss of viability when the irradiation power density increased to 1 W/cm 2 (89.27%, p=0.0076). The cells treated with TSL@ GNPs exhibited obvious losses after NIR irradiation because of the photothermal effect generated by GNPs. The viability of TSL@GNP-treated cells decreased to 40.13%, 18.59%, and 13.31%, respectively, after 200 mW/cm 2 , 500 mW/cm 2 , and 1 W/cm 2 irradiation. Highly significant differences ( p=0.00036) were found between TSL@GNP-treated samples after low (200 mW/cm 2 ) and high (500 mW/cm 2 ) power irradiation; this difference was even more significant when compared with the samples irradiated by the 1 W/cm 2 laser ( p=0.00014). However, when TSL@GNPs encapsulated 1.1 μM CTD, the statistical difference between the treated samples after 200 mW/cm 2 and 500 mW/cm 2 irradiation was decreased ( p=0.038), and the viabilities of these samples decreased to 23.65% and 14.89%, respectively. The viabilities of low power (200 mW/cm 2 ) irradiated, CTD-TSL@ GNP-treated samples were significantly different (p=0.0027) 2 ) and high (500 mW/cm 2 ) power-irradiated samples, and the viabilities of low power-irradiated, CTD-TSL@GNP-treated samples were highly significantly different ( p=0.00035) from the viabilities of non-CTD-encapsulated TSL@GNP-treated samples. When the concentration of encapsulated CTD increased to 3.5 μM, better PTT performance under low power irradiation was observed, although the treatment caused significant dark toxicity. Therefore, with the help of CTD, CTD-TSL@GNPs achieved almost the same PTT effect as high power laser irradiation (500 mW/cm 2 or 1 W/cm 2 ) at a skin tolerant power density (200 mW/cm 2 ). The optimal concentration of encapsulated CTD in the experiments was 2.1 μM.
To understand the role of CTD in CTD-TSL@GNP-mediated PTT in A431 cells, the necrosis, early and late apoptosis rates of untreated, TSL@GNP-treated, and CTD-TSL@GNP (2.1 μM CTD)-treated cells after 200 mW/cm 2 irradiation were measured by flow cytometry (Figure 6C-E) . Only 30.45% of cells treated with TSL@GNPs was apoptotic and 10.03% was necrotic, and most of the apoptotic cells were in late apoptosis (21.97%; Figure 6D ). Conversely, 65.68% of cells treated with CTD-TSL@GNPs was necrotic or apoptotic after the irradiation. The late apoptosis rate increased from 21.97% to 31.56% and the early apoptosis 
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Wang et al rate increased from 8.48% to 34.12% when 2.1 μM CTD was encapsulated in the TSL@GNPs. These data were compiled in a histogram ( Figure 6B ) and were compared with Student's t-test. Significant differences in the apoptosis rates of TSL@ GNP-and CTD-TSL@GNP-treated cells were observed, especially the early apoptosis rates ( p=0.00038), which may explain the improved photothermal effect of CTD-TSL@ GNPs with low power irradiation in Figure 6A and suggest that CTD effectively increases apoptosis after TSL@GNP-induced PTT.
To examine the effects of CTD on the HSR, the mRNA expression levels of HSP70 and BAG3 in cells treated with CTD-TSL@GNPs containing different amounts of CTD and different irradiation densities were determined by qPCR. PTT irradiation induced a 15-fold increase in HSP70 mRNA and a ninefold increase in BAG3 mRNA, and CTD blocked HSR-induced HSP70 and BAG3 mRNA expression in a concentration-dependent manner, with ∼100% inhibition at 3.5 μM (Figure 7) . At 2.1 μM, the concentration used in cytotoxicity and apoptosis experiments, HSP70 and BAG3 mRNA expression were inhibited by ∼90% resulting in highly efficient PTT with low power irradiation. Therefore, the results revealed that CTD could suppress low power PTTinduced HSR in the treated tumor cells by downregulation of the expression of HSR proteins such as HSP70 and BAG3.
Discussion
Nanomaterials hold great promise for cancer treatment because of their unique advantages and have been widely studied as drug carriers in recent decades. However, these efforts have been mostly confined to academic or pre-clinical studies. Therefore, it is highly urgent to transfer these nanomaterials from "bench to bedside", especially for PTT. Most nanomaterials applied in PTT are inorganic and usually activated by very high power lasers, which limit their clinical use.
In this study, a novel nanostructure for PTT was provided, which has both good biodegradability and high PTT efficiency using clinically acceptable laser power. PEG liposomes were used as a spherical template, and small GNPs were directly synthesized on the outer surface of the liposomes to form a shell-core LNA structure. The liposomal core was thermal sensitive and based on the skeleton formed by dialkyl phosphatidylcholine lipids (a mixture of DPPC and HPPC) to reach a phase transition temperature of 42°C. The liposomal core was surface modified to have a positive charge (Table S2) by introducing a cationic lipid DOTAP. Thus, gold anions could be adsorbed to the cationic surface of the liposomal core and formed gold anion-lipid complexes through electrostatic interactions when mixed with HAuCl 4 solution. Gold anions could be directly reduced to zero-valent (Table S2) . PEG tails were also modified onto the liposomal surface by DSPE-PEG2000 to evade blood clearance of MPS. Because the tails were neutral in the reaction solution (PBS, pH=7.4) and therefore did not attract gold anions over them, they remained exposed to the external environment and retained their function after the GNP formation. The gold anion-lipid complexes also enabled the gold to assemble into small GNPs rather than a continuous gold nanoshell after the reaction, as indicated by the color change and shift of absorption peak in Figure 3C and the TEM image in Figure 3D after NIR laser-induced decomposition. These small GNPs were 5-6 nm in size ( Figure 3D ), allowing for filtration through the glomerular basement membrane. Therefore, the CTD-TSL@GNPs are biodegradable and should allow renal clearance in vivo.
NIR laser-induced decomposition of CTD-TSL@GNPs was due to the photothermal effects of the surface-coated GNPs, which have a plasma absorption similar to gold nanoshells according to theoretical calculations in the study of Romanowski et al. 37 Their absorption peak was tunable by varying the amount of gold on the liposomal surface ( Figure S2 ). In this study, the absorption peak of the CTDTSL@GNPs was adjusted to 804 nm to match the NIR irradiation window (800-900 nm) of biological tissues. CTD-TSL@ GNPs exhibited high photothermal conversion capacity upon high power irradiation (500 mW/cm 2 or 1 W/cm 2 ) and the temperature increased to 48°C-49°C in 20 min ( Figure 3A and B) . This temperature causes necrosis in tumor cells and usually exhibits good PTT efficiency. However, these levels of irradiation are beyond the clinical tolerance threshold. 19 Therefore, this study focused on the PTT effects of CTD-TSL@GNPs upon irradiation with a clinically acceptable power density, such as 200 mW/cm 2 . The temperature of cell medium containing CTD-TSL@GNPs only rose to 44°C with 200 mW/ cm 2 irradiation. According to the study of Chu and Dupuy, temperatures of 41°C-45°C are sublethal to cancer cells, and the damage they cause is reversible. 40 In this temperature range, most of the treated cells displayed apoptosis instead of necrosis, as shown by flow cytometry ( Figure 6D ). The HSP plays an important role in limiting the effects of thermal therapy under these conditions, by stimulating and promoting anti-apoptotic signaling, 20 and therefore, the effects of PTT with low power irradiation are usually unsatisfactory.
In this study, the traditional Chinese medicine CTD was introduced in the nanostructures to antagonize the HSR and promote apoptosis and improve the effects of PPT with low power irradiation. CTD was encapsulated in the lipid layer of CTD-TSL@GNPs and released into the cytoplasm during PTT ( Figure 5 ). PTT-induced CTD release was due to the thermal sensitivity of the lipid scaffold and the photothermal effect generated by the surface-coated GNPs. The results ( Figure 6A) showed that with the help of CTD, CTD-TSL@ GNPs could reach the same high PTT efficiency on A431 cells with 200 mW/cm 2 laser irradiation as those irradiated with 500 mW/cm 2 or even 1 W/cm 2 . With increased encapsulated CTD, the PTT of CTD-TSL@GNPs on A431 cells was increasingly effective. However, the dark cytotoxicity of CTD limited its concentration in CTD-TSL@GNPs. Although its dark toxicity was greatly reduced when CTD is encapsulated in liposomes, some CTD leakage remained ( Figure S3A ). The results showed that 2.1 μM may be the optimal concentration of encapsulated CTD in CTD-TSL@GNPs, as this concentration did not cause dark toxicity to normal or tumor cells ( Figure 4B ) and simultaneously maximized the low power PTT efficiency of the CTD-TSL@GNPs.
The mechanism underlying the effect of CTD on PTT was preliminarily examined in this study by flow cytometry and qPCR. Cytometry results showed a substantial increase in the apoptosis rate after treatment with CTD-TSL@GNPs containing 2.1 μM CTD, indicating that CTD could effectively increase apoptosis in cells treated with low power PTT. Low power PTT usually induces apoptosis of tumor cells instead of necrosis because of the insufficient temperature rise, but this apoptosis is easily countered by the HSR. Therefore, it was speculated that the effect of CTD was due to its antagonism of the HSR. HSP70 and BAG3 are two of the key proteins participating in the HSR and are also involved in apoptosis. 27 The downregulation of HSP70 can inhibit cell proliferation and induce apoptosis. BAG3 is not only a HSRrelated protein but also a Bcl-2-interacting protein, which enhances cancer cell survival by stabilizing Bcl-2 family proteins such as Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, and MCL-1, which play important roles in anti-apoptotic signaling. 24 In this study, the mRNA expression of HSP70 and BAG3 in cells treated with CTD-TSL@GNPs incorporating different amounts of CTD were compared. A notable HSR was observed after PTT with non-CTD-encapsulated TSL@GNPs, with 15-fold and ninefold increases in HSP70 and BAG3, respectively ( Figure 7) . With increased CTD, significant decreases in HSP70 and BAG3 mRNA were observed, indicating that CTD could downregulate HSP70 and BAG3 expression, suppressing the HSR and increasing apoptosis after the treatment of tumor cells with CTD-TSL@GNP-mediated low power PTT. Hence, CTD incorporated in CTD-TSL@ GNPs effectively enhanced the low power PTT.
CTD-TSL@GNPs showed a great potential for clinical PTT use due to its good biodegradability and high PTT efficiency with low power irradiation. However, this study is a preliminary work that establishes the nanosystem and briefly examines the synergistic enhancement effects of CTD; further in vivo experiments and more detailed molecular biology work should be performed to test the biodegradability of the CTD-TSL@GNPs and more clearly elucidate the role of CTD in PTT. Beyond this, although CTD-TSL@GNPs could relatively accumulate in the tumor by EPR, they were not able to actively attack tumor cells due to the absence of targeting ligands. Tumor-targeting antibodies and peptides will be modified on the surface of CTD-TSL@GNPs by PEG linkers to improve their active tumor targeting in the future work, with the eventual goal of applying CTD-TSL@GNPs as a promising PTT agent for skin cancer therapy.
Conclusion
A novel nanosystem for skin cancer PTT on an LNA scaffold was synthesized. The results showed that small GNPs were in situ synthesized on the surface of TSL to achieve NIR-triggered PTT and controllable drug release. The coated GNPs disintegrated into small particles after the NIR irradiation, resulting in high biodegradability of the nanostructure. In addition, a traditional Chinese medicine, CTD, was introduced into the nanosystem and encapsulated in the lipid layers of the TSLs. CTD was released after NIR-triggered PTT, inhibiting the expression of HSPs such as HSP70 and Bcl-2-interacting protein such as BAG3. Eventually, the CTD-TSL@GNPs achieved a highly efficient PTT effect with a clinical acceptable irradiation power on A431 cells by suppressing the PTT-induced HSR and attenuating the anti-apoptotic signaling. Abbreviations: cTD, cantharidin; cTD-Tsl@gNPs, cantharidin-encapsulated thermal-sensitive liposomes coated with gold nanoparticles; lc-Ms, liquid chromatographymass spectrometry.
Figure S2
The prepared cTD-Tsl@gNPs and their absorption spectrums. Note: The cTD-Tsl was coated by different amount of gNPs reduced on the surface of Tsl surface by 1 ml of 10 mM aa with different amount of 50 mM haucl 4 , and the color of cTD-Tsl changed to purple, red, blue, or green depending on the amount of coated gNPs. Abbreviations: aa, ascorbic acid; abs, absorbance; cTD, cantharidin; cTD-Tsl, cTD-encapsulated Tsl; cTD-Tsl@gNPs, cTD-encapsulated Tsls coated with gNPs; gNPs, gold nanoparticles; haucl 4 , chloroauric acid; Tsl, thermal-sensitive liposome.
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